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! PRELIMINARY STUDY ON THE FEASIBILITY OF
USING FENCED BRUSHPARKS FOR lSH 
PRODUCTION IN ,AKE #HILWA -ALAWI
$- *AMU + #HAULA AND ( (UNGA
)NTRODUCTION
,AKE #HILWA THE THIRD LARGEST LAKE IN 
-ALAWI TWELFTH IN !FRICA	 HAS AN AVERAGE 
SURFACE AREA OF  KM   KM	 
AND AN AVERAGE DEPTH OF  M 
TEMPERATURES OF O# AND A lSH 
PRODUCTIVITY OF  KGMY 4HE LAKE 
WHICH HAS NO OUTLET IS SURROUNDED BY A
  KM MARSH 4HE MARSHES ANNUALLY 
PRODUCE A VEGETATION BIOMASS OF
 THAYR AND ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 
LAKES HIGH PRODUCTIVITY AS THE TURBID 
WATERS FROM MUDDY BOTTOMS	 PREVENT 
LIGHT PENETRATION  DEVELOPMENT OF PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY FROM ALGAL BLOOMS 4HE LAKE IS 
SLIGHTLY SALINE WITH ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES 
RANGING FROM   «MHOSCM 
DEPENDING ON SEASON AND RAINFALL 4HE LAKE 
ECOSYSTEM IS EXTREMELY FRAGILE AND 
DYNAMIC AND THE LAKE HAS DRIED UP EIGHT 
TIMES IN THE LAST HUNDRED YEARS 4HE 
AVERAGE ANNUAL lSH CATCH FROM THE LAKE IS 
ESTIMATED AT   T AND IS DEPENDENT 
ON LAKE LEVELS  4HREE SPECIES /REOCHROMIS 
SHIRANUS CHILWAE "ARBUS SP AND #LARIAS 
GARIEPINUS	 OUT OF THE FOURTEEN RECORDED 
FOR THE LAKE CONTRIBUTE ABOUT  PER CENT 
TO THE BIOMASS OF THE  TOTAL ANNUAL CATCH
4HE lSHERY IS JOINTLY MANAGED BY 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE lSHING COMMUNITIES 
ALONG WITH THEIR TRADITIONAL AUTHORITIES 
WHO COMPRISE THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE 
,AKE #HILWA -ANAGEMENT !SSOCIATION 
AND WITH THE &ISHERIES $EPARTMENT 
%!$$!.)$! 	 "YLAWS OF THE 
ASSOCIATION INCLUDE A MINIMUM MESH SIZE 
OF  MM FOR SEINE NETS AND A CLOSED 
SEASON  $ECEMBER -ARCH	 TO ALLOW 
THE lSH TO BREED
&ISHING IS THE MOST REWARDING ECONOMIC 
ACTIVITY IN ,AKE #HILWA AND ITS SURROUNDING 
CATCHMENT &ISH YIELDS ARE WORTH 53  
KM COMPARED TO LIVESTOCK GRAZING 
AND AGRICULTURE 53  KM AND
53  KM RESPECTIVELY 3CHUIJT 	 
4HE ENFORCEMENT OF A CLOSED SEASON AND 
GEAR RESTRICTIONS BY LOCAL COMMITTEES 
HAS BEEN A PROBLEM DUE TO THE LOSS OF 
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES ARISING FROM 
THE CLOSED SEASON  ! MANAGEMENT PLAN 
FORMULATED FOR ,AKE #HILWA %!$
$!.)$! 	 IDENTIlED lSH RANCHING 
USING BRUSHPARKS AS ONE OF THE POTENTIALLY 
LUCRATIVE ACTIVITIES THAT COULD PROVIDE 
EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME TO lSHERS DURING 
THE CLOSED SEASON
"RUSHPARKS OFFER A NUMBER OF BIOLOGICAL 
AND ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES IN THE 
MANAGEMENT OF SMALL SCALE lSHERIES IN 
COASTAL LAGOONS LAKES AND RIVERS AND THESE 
INCLUDE STOCKING OF OPEN WATERS THROUGH 
hOVERmOWv OF lNGERLINGS FROM BRUSHPARKS 
CONSERVATION OF lSHERY RESOURCES AND 
LOCAL EMPLOYMENT 7ELCOMME AND 
+APETSKY 	 "RUSHPARKS HAVE BEEN 
SHOWN TO INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY OF COASTAL 
LAGOONS AND INLAND WATERS THROUGH 
MIGRATION REPRODUCTION AND GROWTH OF 
lSH INSIDE THE BRUSHPARK (EM AND !VIT 
	 &ISH YIELDS IN A BRUSHPARK VARY FROM 
 KGMYR )#,!2-n'4:  
7ELCOMME AND +APETSKY 	 4HE ,AKE 
#HILWA WETLAND HAS A VARIETY OF VEGETATION 
TYPES INCLUDING 4YPHA REEDS 0HRAGMITES 
MAURITIANUS	 AND NITROGENRICH SHRUBS LIKE 
3ESBANIA SESBAN WHICH COULD POTENTIALLY 
BE USED AS SUBSTRATE 4HE INTRODUCTION OF 
lSH RANCHING THROUGH BRUSHPARKS IN ,AKE 
#HILWA COULD THEREFORE INCREASE POTENTIAL 
lSH YIELDS AND IF HARVESTING WAS TIMED 
TO COINCIDE WITH THE CLOSED SEASON THE 
BRUSHPARKS COULD PROVIDE ALTERNATIVE AND 
CONTINUED INCOME FROM lSH TO INDIVIDUALS 
OR COMMUNITY GROUPS
!LTHOUGH TRADITIONAL BRUSHPARK SYSTEMS 
EXIST IN ,AKE #HILWA 7ILLIAMSON 	 
THERE IS LITTLE INFORMATION AVAILABLE THAT 
WOULD FORM THE BASIS FOR THE INTRODUCTION 
OF BRUSHPARKS (ENCE THIS STUDY WAS 
UNDERTAKEN TO EVALUATE THE FEASIBILITY OF 
lSH RANCHING USING BRUSHPARKS IN ,AKE 
#HILWA SPECIlCALLY TO CONDUCT TRIALS ON 
THE PRODUCTIVITY SPECIES COMPOSITION 
RECRUITMENT AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF 
BRUSHPARKS AND TO IDENTIFY EXISTING LOCAL 
KNOWLEDGE ON THEIR USE
-ATERIALS AND -ETHODS
 
0ARTICIPATORY 2URAL !PPRAISAL
 
4HE STUDY WAS UNDERTAKEN AT THE 
+ACHULU (ARBOR ,AKE #HILWA BETWEEN 
*ULY AND .OVEMBER  0RIOR TO 
COMMENCEMENT A MEETING WAS HELD WITH 
THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND THE BEACH VILLAGE 
!BSTRACT
! STUDY TO INVESTIGATE THE FEASIBILITY OF USING FENCED BRUSHPARKS FOR lSH RANCHING IN ,AKE #HILWA WAS CONDUCTED 
FOR lVE MONTHS AT THE +ACHULU (ARBOR )N A WATER DEPTH OF  M ENCLOSURES CONSTRUCTED FROM BAMBOO STICKS 
EMBEDDED IN THE SEDIMENT AND SURROUNDED BY A  MM SEINE NET WERE lLLED WITH THREE DIFFERENT SUBSTRATES 
4YPHA BAMBOO AND 3ESBANIA BRANCHES	 AND A NO SUBSTRATE ENCLOSURE SERVED AS A CONTROL .ETTING MATERIALS 
CONTRIBUTED  PER CENT TOWARDS THE TOTAL COST 53 M	 OF BRUSHPARK CONSTRUCTION &ISH PRODUCTIVITY 
WAS HIGHEST IN THE 4YPHA BAMBOO AND CONTROL TREATMENTS AND LOWEST IN THE 3ESBANIA TREATMENTS 4HE 
DECOMPOSITION OF SUBSTRATES DID NOT AFFECT WATER QUALITY 4HE RESULTS INDICATE THAT ENCLOSED BRUSHPARKS MAY BE A 
FEASIBLE TECHNOLOGY FOR ENHANCING lSH YIELDS AND PROVIDING ALTERNATIVE INCOME SOURCES TO lSHERFOLK IN SMALL LAKES 
AND WATER BODIES
.AGA 7ORLD&ISH #ENTER 1UARTERLY  6OL  .O  *AN-AR 
ARTICLES
COMMITTEES "6#	 TO INTRODUCE THE 
EXPERIMENT TO SEEK PERMISSION FOR USING 
THE LAKE FOR THE STUDY AND TO DEVELOP A 
WORK PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTING THE STUDY 
4HE "6# IS A LOWER LEVEL COMMITTEE OF 
THE ,AKE #HILWA -ANAGEMENT !SSOCIATION 
AND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ENFORCING THE 
ASSOCIATIONS BYLAWS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 
$URING THE MEETING LOCAL KNOWLEDGE ON 
lSH RANCHING AND THE USE OF ENCLOSURES 
IN ,AKE #HILWA WAS ASSESSED !T THE 
END OF THE STUDY AN OPEN DAY FOR LOCAL 
AUTHORITIES AND "6#S AROUND THE STUDY 
SITE AND FROM THE WESTERN SHORES WAS 
CONDUCTED TO DISSEMINATE THE RESULTS OF 
THE STUDY AND TO PLAN FUTURE ACTIVITIES FOR 
THE PROMOTION OF BRUSHPARK TECHNOLOGY 
IN THE LAKE
%XPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND BRUSHPARK 
CONSTRUCTION
4HE EXPERIMENT FOLLOWED THAT OF (EM 
AND !VIT 	 AND CONSISTED OF EIGHT
 M X  M ENCLOSURES EACH FENCED BY A
 MM SEINE NET AND EACH lLLED WITH ONE 
OF FOUR DIFFERENT SUBSTRATES TREATMENTS	 
WITH TWO REPLICATES PER TREATMENT  
  %NCLOSURE lLLED WITH 4YPHA SPREAD 
OVER THE ENTIRE AREA OF THE BRUSHPARK 
AND SURROUNDED BY BAMBOO STICKS 
EMBEDDED IN THE MUD
  %NCLOSURE lLLED WITH BAMBOO STICKS AT 
 STICKS PER M
  %NCLOSURE lLLED WITH 3ESBANIA SESBAN 
A LEGUMINOUS SHRUB WITH HIGH 
NITROGEN CONTENT	 AT  BRANCHES PER 
M SURROUNDED WITH BAMBOO STICKS AS 
IN 	
  %NCLOSURE WITH NO SUBSTRATE CONTROL	
 
!LL ENCLOSURES WERE CLEARED OF lSH 
USING AN  MM SEINE NET PRIOR TO lLLING 
WITH SUBSTRATE (EM AND !VIT 	 
2ECRUITMENT OF JUVENILES INTO THE 
BRUSHPARK WAS THROUGH lSH ENTERING 
THROUGH THE  MM ENCLOSING NET )NITIAL 
COLONIZATION DYNAMICS SPECIES NUMBER 
WEIGHT AND LENGTH	 WERE DETERMINED 
THROUGH SAMPLING FOUR QUADRANTS PER 
ENCLOSURE	 USING  M X  M X  M 
QUADRANTS THAT WERE RANDOMLY ASSIGNED 
ALONG THE INSIDE PERIMETER OF EACH PARK 
AND ASSESSED  OVER A PERIOD OF ONE 
WEEK BY DAILY SAMPLING 3UBSEQUENT lSH 
SAMPLING TO DETERMINE SPECIES NUMBER 
WEIGHT AND TOTAL LENGTH CHANGES WERE 
CONDUCTED MONTHLY USING A  MM X  M 
X  M HARVESTING NET $ATA WERE COLLECTED 
AND ANALYSED FOR EACH SAMPLING &INAL 
HARVESTING WAS DONE lVE MONTHS AFTER THE 
STUDY WAS INITIATED BY SEINING THE ENTIRE 
BRUSHPARK AREA )N BRUSHPARKS lLLED WITH 
BAMBOOS THE STICKS WERE REMOVED BEFORE 
SAMPLING )T WAS PLANNED TO HAVE THE STUDY 
FOR SIX MONTHS HOWEVER THEFT OF NETTING 
MATERIALS FROM TWO BRUSHPARKS LED TO THE 
PREMATURE TERMINATION OF THE STUDY IN 
.OVEMBER  
$ATA ANALYSIS
)NDIVIDUAL lSH WEIGHT AND EXTRAPOLATED 
GROSS YIELD KGMYR	 WERE CALCULATED 
FOR EACH TREATMENT USING HARVEST WEIGHT 
4OTAL INPUT COST WAS CALCULATED USING INPUT 
COST OF LABOR BAMBOO STICKS AND NETTING 
MATERIAL 7ATER QUALITY ANALYSES WERE 
CONDUCTED MONTHLY USING !0(! STANDARD 
METHODS !0(! 	 AND INCLUDED 
TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS 433	 ELECTRIC 
CONDUCTIVITY %#	 DISSOLVED OXYGEN $/	 
AND CHLOROPHYLL A CHL A	 
2ESULTS
0ARTICIPATORY 2URAL !PPRAISAL 02!	
,OCAL COMMUNITIES AROUND ,AKE #HILWA 
ARE KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT THE EXISTENCE 
OF A TRADITIONAL BRUSHPARK SYSTEM CALLED 
@GARAGES FOR SHORTTERM STORAGE OF lSH 
CATCHES FROM THE OPEN WATERS 4HE lSH 
WERE ADDED TO THE ENCLOSURES DAILY UNTIL 
THE LIVE BIOMASS WAS ECONOMICAL ENOUGH 
FOR TRANSFER TO THE BEACH WHERE THE lSH 
WERE SOLD TO TRADERS 4HE lSH HELD IN THE 
ENCLOSURESBRUSHPARKS WERE FED WITH 
KITCHEN WASTES TO MAINTAIN lSH IN GOOD 
CONDITION 
,ARGE MATS OF mOATING VEGETATION MAINLY 
4YPHA DOMINGENSIS	 RANGING FROM  M 
EACH ARE PERIODICALLY BLOWN ACROSS THE LAKE 
BY PREVAILING SOUTHWEST WINDS #ANTRELL 
	 4HEIR MOVEMENT BLOCKS BAYS AND 
lSH LANDING SITES AND WERE IDENTIlED AS 
THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT THREAT TO THE 
BRUSHPARKS 4O PROTECT THE BRUSHPARKS 
FROM THE DESTRUCTIVE FORCES OF THE mOATING 
MATS IT WAS AGREED THAT BRUSHPARKS BE 
CONSTRUCTED IN THE MARSHY AREAS WHERE 
4ABLE  #OST OF CONSTRUCTING BRUSHPARKS AND THE AVERAGE FISH PRODUCTIVITY FOR EACH TREATMENT
3UBSTRATE TYPE
4YPHA "AMBOO 3ESBANIA #ONTROL
)NPUT COST
.ETTING -+	         
"AMBOO COST -+	      
,ABOR AMOUNT  PERSON DAYS	    
4OTAL LABOR COST   -+ D        
4OTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS -+	         
!VERAGE lSH PRODUCTIVITY
%STIMATED ANNUAL AVERAGE lSH PRODUCTIVITY  KGMYR	        
!VERAGE lSH BIOMASS  KGHAYR	    
53   -+ -ALAWI +WACHA	 
$
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(ARVESTING AN EXPERIMENTAL BRUSHPARK 
IN ,AKE #HILWA
.AGA 7ORLD&ISH #ENTER 1UARTERLY  6OL  .O  *AN-AR 
ARTICLES
&IG  /CCURRENCE OF MAIN FISH SPECIES 
BY NUMBERS OF INDIVIDUALS IN FENCED 
BRUSHPARKS USING DIFFERENT SUBSTRATES IN 
,AKE #HILWA MARSHES 
IN &IGURE  4ABLES  AND  RESPECTIVELY 4HE 
LOWEST lSH PRODUCTION AND BIOMASS WERE 
RECORDED IN THE 3ESBANIA TREATMENT WHILE 
HIGHEST lSH BIOMASS WAS RECORDED IN THE 
4YPHA TREATMENT 4HE BAMBOO AND CONTROL 
TREATMENTS HAD SIMILAR lSH PRODUCTION 
VALUES 3PECIlC GROWTH RATES RANGED 
BETWEEN  PER CENTDAY	 4ABLE 
	 AND WERE GENERALLY SIMILAR BETWEEN 
TREATMENTS
$ISSEMINATION OF RESULTS THROUGH AN 
/PEN $AY
2ESULTS OF THE STUDY WITH RESPECT TO 
CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR 
CONSTRUCTION OF BRUSHPARKS PRODUCTIVITY 
AND MANAGEMENT WERE DISSEMINATED 
TO THE PARTICIPANTS AND OTHER POTENTIAL 
USERS OF THE TECHNOLOGY DURING AN OPEN 
DAY THAT WAS CONDUCTED ON SITE AT 
THE +ACHULU (ARBOR 4HE PARTICIPANTS 
WERE ENCOURAGED BY THE OUTCOME OF 
THE STUDY AND DECIDED TO IMPLEMENT 
THE TECHNOLOGY STARTING WITH A LARGER 
COMMUNITYOWNED BRUSHPARK AND THEN 
LATER EXPANDING TO INDIVIDUALLYOWNED 
BRUSHPARKS 4HE PROBLEM OF THEFT THAT WAS 
ENCOUNTERED DURING THIS STUDY WAS NOT 
SEEN AS A DETERRENT TO THE ADOPTION OF THE 
TECHNOLOGY AND CONmICTS BETWEEN lSHERS 
AND NAVIGATORS WERE RULED OUT BECAUSE 
THE BRUSHPARKS WERE SITED IN AREAS THAT 
WERE NOT USED BY THESE TWO GROUPS
$ISCUSSION
4HE OBSERVATION FROM THE OPEN DAY 
REVEALED THAT BRUSHPARKS WERE NOT AN 
ENTIRELY NEW TECHNOLOGY IN THE ,AKE 
#HILWA lSHERY 7ILLIAMSON 	 ALSO 
REPORTED OF THE EXISTENCE OF TRADITIONAL 
AQUACULTURE ON THE LAKE BUT DID NOT 
DESCRIBE THEIR STRUCTURE 4HE lSHERS 
REPORTED THAT THE BRUSHPARKS WERE AN 
IMPROVEMENT IN THE EXISTING TECHNOLOGY 
WITH RESPECT TO lSH HOLDING DURATION 
PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENT AND STOCKING 
PROCEDURES AND EXPRESSED THEIR 
PERCEPTION THAT THE TECHNOLOGY COULD BE 
EASILY ADOPTED 
"RUSHPARKS COMPETE WITH ADJACENT 
lSHERIES THROUGH THE ATTRACTION OF 
JUVENILES FROM THE OPEN WATER TO THE 
BRUSHPARKS IE THESE CONSTITUTE A 
COMPETITION FOR SPACE AND RESOURCES 
7ELCOMME AND +APETSKY 	 4HE 
CONmICT BETWEEN THE BRUSHPARKS AND 
CAPTURE lSHERIES IS EXACERBATED WHEN THE 
BRUSHPARK IS USED AS A lSH AGGREGATION 
DEVICE OR lSH ATTRACTANT DEVICE &!$	 
4HIS OCCURS WHEN SHORT HARVEST INTERVALS 
THREE MONTHS	 ARE USED WHICH DO NOT 
ALLOW BREEDING TO OCCUR INSIDE THE 
BRUSHPARK (EM AND !VIT 	 4HE 
PROLIlC SPREAD OF BRUSHPARKS IN "ENIN 
HAS ALSO BEEN SHOWN TO RESULT IN SERIOUS 
SOCIAL CONmICTS BETWEEN BRUSHPARK 
OWNERS AND NAVIGATORS 0LIYA 	 )N 
THIS STUDY CONmICTS ARISING FROM MULTIPLE 
USE OF BRUSHPARK CONSTRUCTION SITES FOR 
NAVIGATION AND lSHING WERE RULED OUT 
BY THE LOCAL PEOPLE AS THE hGARAGESv AND 
THE SITES CHOSEN FOR THE BRUSHPARKS ARE 
REEDS WOULD PROTECT THE BRUSHPARKS FROM 
THE mOATING MATS AND FROM STRONG WINDS
"RUSHPARK #ONSTRUCTION
$ATA ON THE COST OF BRUSHPARK 
CONSTRUCTION IS PRESENTED IN 4ABLE  
%ACH BRUSHPARK  M X  M	 WAS 
CONSTRUCTED USING  MANDAYS OF 
LABOR ,ABOR AND NETTING MATERIALS MADE 
UP  PER CENT OF THE TOTAL COST OF A 
BRUSHPARK 4HE INITIAL COST OF MATERIALS FOR 
CONSTRUCTING BAMBOOlLLED BRUSHPARKS 
WAS HIGHER THAN THAT OF BRUSHPARKS lLLED 
WITH 3ESBANIA SESBAN AND 4YPHA 4HE 
4YPHA BRUSHPARKS WERE REPLENISHED WITH 
SUBSTRATES ONCE DURING THE EXPERIMENT
 
7ATER 1UALITY
6ALUES OF WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS 
REMAINED RELATIVELY STABLE OVER TIME AND 
WERE SIMILAR AMONG TREATMENTS 4HE 
AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONS ¢ 3$	 WERE 
CHLOROPHYLL  ¢  MGL ELECTRICAL 
CONDUCTIVITY  ¢  «MHOSCM 
SUSPENDED SOLIDS  ¢  MGL AND 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN  ¢  MGL
&ISH COLONIZATION AND SPECIES 
COMPOSITION 
"ARBUS PALUDINOSUS /REOCHROMIS SHIRANUS 
CHILWAE (APLOCHROMIS CALLIPTERUS AND 
#LARIAS GARIEPINUS WERE THE MAIN lSH 
SPECIES THAT COLONIZED AND ESTABLISHED 
WITHIN THE BRUSHPARK #OLONIZATION RATES 
AMONG THE SPECIES GROUPS AND BETWEEN 
TREATMENTS WERE GENERALLY SIMILAR 
0OPULATION SIZES IN NUMBERS	 OF 
/ SHIRANUS CHILWAE AND # GARIEPINUS 
MARGINALLY INCREASED FROM THE MONTH OF 
3EPTEMBER UNTIL HARVEST IN .OVEMBER 
WHILE " PALUDINOSUS AND ( CALLIPTERUS 
POPULATIONS DID NOT SHOW ANY DISTINCT 
TREND &IGURES  AND 	 4HERE WERE 
GENERALLY NO DIFFERENCES IN THE TOTAL 
NUMBER OF lSH BETWEEN TREATMENTS AT 
HARVEST / SHIRANUS CHILWAE WAS THE MOST 
DOMINANT SPECIES IN THE 4YPHA BAMBOO 
AND 3ESBANIA TREATMENTS FOLLOWED BY ( 
CALLIPTERUS WHILE BOTH / SHIRANUS CHILWAE 
AND ( CALLIPTERUS WERE EQUALLY DOMINANT 
IN THE CONTROL &IGURE 	
&ENCED "RUSHPARK &ISH 0RODUCTION
$ATA ON INDIVIDUAL lSH WEIGHT AND GROSS 
YIELD OF FENCED BRUSHPARKS ARE PRESENTED 
      A #LARIAS GARIEPINUS
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LOCATED IN AREAS WITH LITTLE NAVIGATION AND 
lSHING ACTIVITY 
(EM AND !VIT 	 REPORTED THAT 
CONmICTS ARISE BETWEEN BRUSHPARK OWNERS 
AND lSHERMEN WHEN ADULT lSH ARE 
ATTRACTED TO THE BRUSHPARKS BY ABUNDANT 
FOOD SUPPLY AND SUBSEQUENTLY REDUCE THE 
lSH BIOMASS IN OPEN WATERS 4O REDUCE 
THIS CONmICT NET ENCLOSURES HAVE BEEN 
INTRODUCED IN BRUSHPARKS AS THEY ALLOW FOR 
SELECTIVE COLONIZATION OF JUVENILES IN THE 
BRUSHPARK AND THEIR REARING IN A PROTECTED 
ENVIRONMENT 4HE ATTRACTION OF LARGER 
INDIVIDUALS INTO THE ENCLOSURES WHICH 
WOULD OTHERWISE BE lSHED IS AVOIDED )N 
THIS STUDY NETTING MATERIALS WERE USED 
(OWEVER THEY CONTRIBUTED TO THE HIGH 
INITIAL COST OF BRUSHPARK CONSTRUCTION AND 
COULD MAKE THE TECHNOLOGY UNATTRACTIVE 
TO USERS 5SE OF LOCALLY AVAILABLE NATURAL 
MATERIALS SUCH AS CLOSELY SPACED BAMBOOS 
FOR SELECTIVE COLONIZATION COULD REDUCE THE 
INITIAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
,ABOR COSTS -+  PER MANDAY	 WERE 
MUCH HIGHER THAN THE PREVAILING WAGE 
RATE -+  PER MANDAY	 4HIS WAS DUE 
TO THE TIGHT DEADLINES THAT WERE SET FOR 
THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE STUDY AND THE 
FACT THAT MOST OF THE LABOR CONSISTED OF 
OUT OF WORK lSHERS WHO HAD SET THEIR 
WAGES BASED ON THEIR DAILY INCOME FROM 
lSHING 4HE USE OF REGULAR WAGE LABOR AND 
MORE CAREFUL PLANNING OF CONSTRUCTION 
SCHEDULES WOULD SIGNIlCANTLY REDUCE THE 
COST OF LABOR IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
BRUSHPARKS 
4HE NUMBER OF / SHIRANUS CHILWAE 
STARTED TO INCREASE DURING THE MONTH OF 
3EPTEMBER AND THIS INCREASE IN NUMBERS 
COUPLED WITH lSH GROWTH RESULTED IN 
INCREASED lSH BIOMASS IN THE BAMBOO 
ENCLOSURES WHILE REDUCED GROWTH WAS 
OBSERVED IN THE 3ESBANIA AND 4YPHA 
TREATMENTS AS WELL AS THE CONTROL 4HE 
INCREASE IN lSH NUMBERS DURING THIS 
PERIOD CAN BE EXPLAINED BY THE FACT THAT 
THE OPEN WATER lSH SPECIES IN THE LAKE IE 
/ SHIRANUS CHILWAE # GARIEPINUS AND
" PALUDINOSUS MIGRATE INTO THE SWAMPS TO 
ESCAPE THE INHOSPITABLE ENVIRONMENT OF 
THE OPEN WATERS IN THE DRY SEASON AND TO 
SPAWN &URSE ET AL 	 4HE SUPPRESSION 
OF / SHIRANUS CHILWAE GROWTH IN THE 4YPHA 
3ESBANIA AND CONTROL TREATMENTS COULD 
BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE LOW AVAILABILITY OF 
FEED AND INCREASED COMPETITION FOR FEED 
RESOURCES 
)N ENCLOSURES WHERE BAMBOO ACTED AS 
SUBSTRATES THE lSH DID NOT EXHIBIT ANY 
DECREASED GROWTH DURING THIS PERIOD 
"AMBOOS WERE COVERED WITH A THICK GREEN 
MAT OF ALGAE WHICH MIGHT HAVE PROVIDED A 
CONTINUOUS SOURCE OF FEED FOR / SHIRANUS 
CHILWAE WHICH ALLOWED THE lSH TO GROW 
DURING THIS PERIOD 4HE OBSERVED CESSATION 
OF GROWTH IN " PALUDINOSUS TWO MONTHS 
AFTER COLONIZATION IS NORMAL AND HAS ALSO 
BEEN OBSERVED IN lSHPONDS 4HE CONTINUED 
GROWTH OF # GARIEPINUS DURING THE STUDY 
COULD BE ATTRIBUTED TO ITS LOW POPULATION 
SIZE WHICH RESULTED IN LESS INTRASPECIlC 
COMPETITION FOR FOOD RESOURCES WITHIN THE 
BRUSHPARK
)N -ALAWI lSH RANGING FROM  G SMALL 
HAPLOCHROMINES AND BARBS	 TO OVER  KG 
"AGRIID CATlSHES	 ARE SOLD IN THE MARKETS 
4HE lSH WEIGHTS AT HARVEST WHICH RANGED 
FROM  G FOR " PALUDINOSUS TO  G FOR
# GARIEPINUS WERE ALL OF MARKETABLE SIZE
4HE ANNUAL lSH PRODUCTION EXTRAPOLATED	 
IN ALL THE BRUSHPARKS WAS MUCH HIGHER 
THAN THE ANNUAL lSH PRODUCTION REPORTED 
FOR THE LAKE 3CHUIJT 	 AND THIS 
COULD BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE ABILITY OF THE 
BRUSHPARKS TO SUPPORT HIGHER DENSITIES OF 
lSH ( CALLIPTERUS WHOSE NATURAL HABITAT IS 
THE MARSHY AREAS OF THE LAKE CONTRIBUTED 
A SIGNIlCANT PROPORTION TO THE TOTAL 
&IG  #OMPOSITION OF MAIN FISH SPECIES BY NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS	 AT HARVEST AFTER FIVE 
MONTHS OF OPERATION OF FENCED BRUSHPARKS USING DIFFERENT SUBSTRATES
IN ,AKE #HILWA MARSHES
&IG  !VERAGE WEIGHT OF INDIVIDUAL 
FISH OF MAIN SPECIES COLONIZING FENCED 
BRUSHPARKS USING DIFFERENT SUBSTRATES IN 
,AKE #HILWA MARSHES
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NUMBER OF lSH IN THE 4YPHA 3ESBANIA 
AND CONTROL NO SUBSTRATE	 TREATMENTS 
COMPARED TO THE BAMBOO TREATMENT 
4HE HIGHER CONTRIBUTION OF ( CALLIPTERUS 
TO THE TOTAL POPULATION COUPLED WITH THE 
RELATIVELY HIGH WEIGHTS THAT WERE RECORDED 
AT HARVEST CONTRIBUTED TO THE HIGH CATCH 
VALUES IN THE CONTROL 
4HE LOW AVERAGE BIOMASS IN THE 3ESBANIA 
TREATMENT COULD BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE 
LOW NUMBER OF lSH IN THIS TREATMENT 
COMPARED TO THE OTHER TREATMENTS )N 
THIS TREATMENT BRANCHES DEVOID OF LEAVES 
WERE USED AS SUBSTRATES AND VERY LITTLE 
DECOMPOSITION OCCURRED TO PROMOTE 
PERIPHYTON GROWTH AROUND THE 3ESBANIA 
BRANCHES 4HE HIGHER CONTRIBUTION 
OF ( CALLIPTERUS TO lSH BIOMASS AND 
PRODUCTION OF THE 4YPHA TREATMENT HAVE 
SIGNIlCANT IMPLICATIONS TO THE ECONOMIC 
PERFORMANCE OF THE 4YPHA BRUSHPARKS 
!S ( CALLIPTERUS ARE NOT ECONOMICALLY 
IMPORTANT TO THE ,AKE #HILWA lSHERY 
ONE WOULD EXPECT LOW INCOME FROM 
4YPHA BRUSHPARKS BECAUSE OF THE LOW 
PROPORTION OF THE ECONOMICALLY IMPORTANT 
lSH SPECIES "ARBUS SP AND / SHIRANUS 
CHILWAE	 IN THE HARVEST RELATIVE TO THE 
ABUNDANT AND LESS ECONOMICALLY IMPORTANT 
( CALLIPTERUS !LTHOUGH ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
GROSS MARGINS	 WAS NOT CONDUCTED THE 
DATA SUGGEST THAT 3ESBANIA AND BAMBOO 
BRUSHPARKS COULD RESULT IN HIGHER INCOME 
COMPARED TO THE 4YPHA BRUSHPARK SYSTEM 
4HIS PRELIMINARY STUDY HAS DEMONSTRATED 
THAT THE USE OF FENCED BRUSHPARKS TO 
PRODUCE lSH DURING THE CLOSED SEASON 
OF THE ,AKE #HILWA lSHERY IS FEASIBLE 
AND THAT THE COMMUNITIES USING THE 
LATTER COULD EASILY ADOPT THE TECHNOLOGY 
(OWEVER ISSUES OF PROlTABILITY AND 
PRODUCTIVITY DURING LONG HARVEST INTERVALS 
NEED TO BE ADDRESSED USING ACTION 
RESEARCH CONDUCTED IN COMMUNITY
MANAGED BRUSHPARKS
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